
October 8, 2014 
 
Grand Capital Ventures, Inc. (OTC: GRCV) Announces: Grand Capital Ventures, Inc. and CP 
Incorporated on the move in the new and exciting MMJ market 

 
Grand Capital Ventures, Inc., a Florida corporation, that is traded under the OTC Markets 
symbol OTC:GRCV announces today; Cp Inc in talks with Grand Capital Ventures Inc (GRCV) 
to acquire certain Internet assets (ip address) from the company in the Marijuana  Internet 
space which will complement  CP Inc's existing MMJ assets.  
 
John Correnti CEO of GRCV believes,"CP Inc has the technical expertise to grow these 
Internet properties and make them a leading go to for all Marijuana/MMJ news and resources.   
I believe in overall movement and it's an industry that is untapped, misunderstood and ready 
for explosive growth.  With the potential help of CP Inc the vision can be implemented very 
quickly and with technical expertise". 

 
John Austin Jarvis, CPI’s Director Of  Online Operations  stated; While we are very excited 
about the MMJ online/internet acquisitions  we must continue to look at "ALL" the ongoing 
financial advantages  of the MMJ market space in their totality.  
 
Jarvis concluded; As Previously Quoted in USA Today “The best way to estimate the 
potential size of the legal market for cannabis begins with the illegal market — which is 
somewhere north of $18 billion a year in pot Americans consume already, as stated by Harvard 
economist Jeffrey Miron. The trade journal Medical Marijuana Business Daily says the $1.5 billion 
legal market could reach $6 billion by 2018. Jarvis concluded; The challenges are myriad. Some 
are specific to selling a product still illegal in most states. But others are very ordinary, thanks 
partly to the business' Bohemian roots."It's not an industry loaded with operating talent,'' said 
Josh Rosen, a former Credit Suisse stock analyst who runs Phoenix-based MC Advisors, which 
backs renewable-energy companies and is, well, experimenting with pot. "But the economics are 
very similar to other businesses. You can run a Harvard Business School analysis.'' It's hard to 
say exactly how many people are trying to make pot a business like any other. About 2,000 legal 
dispensaries are open around the United States, estimates Kris Krane, managing director of 
Phoenix-based consulting firm 4Front Advisors. Privateer and Dayton's group are the biggest 
publicly announced clusters of investors. There are even a handful of public companies: The 
most valuable, San Diego-based Medical Marijuana, is worth about $200 million. Increasingly, 
the cultural overlap between the pot business and just plain business is occurring because 
they're attracting the same people”. 

 
About Grand Capital Ventures, Inc.: 

 
Grand Capital Ventures, Inc. specializes in working with underperforming companies and 
bringing together the resources needed for them to attain financial stability and growth. Our 
focus is on companies showing a positive upside while striving to bring new technologies and 
unique products to market. 

 
About CP Incorporated: 

 
CP Incorporated owns and operates several Internet and Media business assets that include 
but are not limited to 420 Newswire and Claire Magazine – American online news aggregator 
and blog founded and launched in February 2013 by Editor and Chief J.D. Jarvis Jr. The site(s) 
offer news, blogs, and original content and covers politics, business, entertainment, 
environment, technology, popular media, lifestyle, culture, comedy, healthy living, women’s 
interests, and local news. CPI’s flagship internet web properties can be viewed at the following 
URL’s http://www.420newswire.com and http:// blog.clairepeetz.com. Studio One is an 
independent talent management firm that represents artists across every entertainment sector, 

http://www.420newswire.comandhttp/


specifically music and online digital media. Other areas include film, television, theatre, 
advertising, literature and digital media. It also advises top consumer brands and provides 
clients with unique marketing solutions across social media, mobile and gaming platforms. CPI 
& Studio One works in connecting brands and audiences through sponsorships, licensing, 
media, consulting, events, training, talent management and unparalleled client service across its 
diverse and wide range areas of expertise. 

 
Safe Harbor Statement: 

 
This release includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the 
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E and or 27E of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 that are based upon assumptions that in the future may prove not to have been 
accurate and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties, including statements as to the 
future performance of the company and the risks and uncertainties detailed from time to time 
in reports filed by the company with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Statements 
contained in this release that are not historical facts may be deemed to be forward-looking 
statements. 

 
Investors are cautioned that forward-looking statements are inherently uncertain. Although the 
company believes that the expectations reflected in its forward-looking statements are 
reasonable, it can give no assurance that such expectations or any of its forward-looking 
statements will prove to be correct. Factors that could cause results to differ include, but are 
not limited to, the company’s ability to raise necessary financing, retention of key personnel, 
timely delivery of inventory from the company’s contract manufacturers, timely product 
development, product acceptance, and the impact of competitive services and products, in 
addition to general economic risks and uncertainties. 
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